As warming weather moves spring sports onto the field, it's time to take a quick pause to say thank you to all those who have made STMA Chapters so successful in 1999 and to all those who have made the commitment to actively support their chapters in 2000.

The administrative tasks associated with running a chapter take hours of hard work by each chapter's officers, board members, committee chairs and committee members. Records must be maintained, funds collected and bills paid. There's more time involved in developing and maintaining communication channels: a newsletter, hot-line, Web site or calling tree. Chapter programs for scholarships, fields of the year or service projects all must be developed and coordinated by more volunteers.

There's a mountain of behind-the-scenes work that must take place for each event, whether it's an educational session, on-field workshop, vendor display, site tour or a combination of any of these. A team of individuals must come up with the idea; gain the approval of all involved; work out the scheduling and logistical details, including a back-up plan for inclement weather; line up the speakers, demonstration materials and equipment; put together the informational materials to alert potential attendees; coordinate the registration, funding, and/or sponsorships; coordinate the set-up, tear-down and on-site activities; and handle all the wrap-up details.

So please, do make a point to personally pass along a thank you to your chapter's dedicated team.

Also please thank Chapter Relations Chair Abby McNeal and our chapter sponsors: Gold Level for 1999 and 2000: Novartis and John Deere; Gold Level for 2000: Pro’s Choice; and Silver Level for 1999 and 2000: Alpine Services and Hunter Industries.

Great job everyone!

Chapter News

Congratulations to STMA's newest affiliated chapter:

sportsTURF • http://www.sportsturfonline.com

Call 1 (800) 817-1889 use Fax #1350300 and/or Circle 135 on Inquiry Card

YOUR ONE-STOP SOURCE FOR AMERICA'S LEADING BASEBALL SURFACES & SUPPLIES!

THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE • SINCE 1822

USED BY OVER 100 PRO TEAMS!
PLUS 8 OF THE LAST 10 WORLD SERIES CHAMPS,
OVER 600 COLLEGES, AND THOUSANDS OF TOWNS & SCHOOLS WORLDWIDE!

800-247-BEAM
908-637-4191 / FAX 908-637-8421
DISTRIBUTION CENTERS NATIONWIDE!
OVER 200 INFIELD PRODUCTS
FREE INSTRUCTIONAL BROCHURES

"The best Infield mix I've ever used in 5% years of groundskeeping!" — GEORGE TOMA

New From Kromer

Kromer U-utility Athletic Field Maintenance Machine (AFMM™)
One machine does it all - lining - grooming - spraying - line cutting - ridge removal, etc.
13hp engine for more power.
Heavy duty hydrostatic transaxle.
High back - comfortable - adjustable seat.

Specialists in Athletic Field Maintenance Equipment
Kromer Co. • Mound, MN 55364
(800)373-0337 • Fax (612)472-4371
www.kromer.afm.com
e-mail: kromer@kromer.afm.com
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